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Abstract: Woven composite based on natural fiber increasingly used for many applications in 

industries because of their advantages such as good relative mechanical properties and renewable 

resources, but there are some issues as cost and protracted development period to perform reliability 

evaluation by experimental with real scale. Predictive modeling technique is use to minimize the 

need for physical testing, shorten design timescales and provide optimized designs. Mechanical 

properties of woven fabrics for technical textile depend on a) type of raw materials b) type and 

count of warp and weft yarns c) yarn density and d) the type of weave structure. The effect of fabric 

architecture to the mechanical properties is investigated. Woven kenaf composite is modeled using 

the modeling software to get the properties of the model. Further, the model is analyzed using finite 

element analysis to predict the mechanical properties of the woven kenaf composite. In addition, the 

effect of the combination of yarn size and weave pattern to the woven kenaf composite is stated 

base on the mechanical properties to predict the optimum structure of woven kenaf composite. 

 

Introduction 

    Composite material performance is affected by the fiber architecture and fiber –matrix interface 

[1]. Fiber architecture which consists of (i) fiber geometry (ii) fiber orientation (iii) packing 

arrangement and (iv) fiber volume friction, controls many composite mechanical properties [2]. The 

interface between fiber and the matrix is also crucial in terms of composite performance [3]. The 

interface serves to transfer externally applied loads to the reinforcement via shear stresses over the 

interface. Therefore, many researches are conducted to determine early prediction mechanical 

properties of composite material [4,5,6,7]. Finite element analysis is based on the modeling of the 

composite material. Several methods were adopted for the mechanical modeling and analysis of the 

composite structures. A basic classification, according to the modeling method used, divides them 

into the analytical and numerical or computational approaches [8,9]. The dominant engineering 

design culture played important role for the development and the succession of these approaches. 

Another essential classification of the modeling of the textile structures is made according to the 

scale of the model. There is micromechanical, meso-mechanical and the macro-mechanical 

modeling [10,11]. 

   The micromechanical modeling stage focuses on the study of the yarns, tows even fabrics taking 

into account the structure, orientation and mechanical properties of the constituent fibers. The 

meso-mechanical modeling, on the other side, studies the mechanical characteristics of the fabric 

unit cell considering the yarns as homogenous structures. Finally the macro-mechanical modeling 

stage is referred to the prediction of mechanical performance of the composite in complex 

deformations, as drape, studying the composite as a continuum material [11,12]. Thus the textile 

society implemented a modeling hierarchy based on three modeling scales: the micromechanical 

modeling of yarns, the meso-mechanical modeling of the fabric unit cell and the macro-mechanical 

modeling of the fabric sheet [13,14,15]. 
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Modeling of Kenaf Composite 

 

   The yarn size used for woven kenaf composite is 759 tex, 413.4 tex and 276 tex. It is combined 

with Plain 1/1, Twill ½ and Satin 5/2 for the weave pattern. Different combinations are modeled 

using Wisetex and the model meshing used Fetex software. The sequence to model begins with 

kenaf fiber properties, followed by weave pattern, yarns and woven fabrics, as shown in Figure 1.  

 

      
(a)             (b) 

      
 (c)             (d)  

Figure 1: The modeled sequence (a) kenaf fiber properties (b) weave pattern (c) yarns (d) woven 

fabrics 

 

Result and Discussions 

     The yarn size for the woven kenaf composite influent the porosity, weft crimp and warp crimp. 

The porosity of the woven kenaf composite decreases but the percentage of the warp crimp and weft 

crimp increases with the yarn size starting from 759 tex to 276 tex. It is clearly observed that the 

weave pattern only give the significant effect to the unit cell size, warp and weft length also to the 

warp and weft crimp. The porosity, fiber volume fraction and fiber volume fraction inside a yarn 

only slightly changes corresponding to the type of the weave pattern [16]. The optimum value is 

observed to prevent the tight structure of the woven fabric shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1: The optimum value of yarns/cm 

Yarn size , tex Optimum Value, 

(yarns/cm) 

Spacing, mm 

759 5 (weft & warp) 2 

413.4 7 (weft & warp) 1.429 

276 9 (weft & warp) 1.11 

 

     If the optimum configuration not fulfill, the tight structure of fabric occur and it will cause the 

wrinkle (hill and valley) to the fabric. This is because the spacing between weft and warp is too 

small and it will increase the crimp in the woven fabric. 759 tex give the highest value of crimp 

compare to the other yarns size followed by the 413.4 tex and 276 tex. Conversely, 759 tex give the 

optimum value of force occur and the toughness to stand the deformation in the woven fabric. 759 

tex can stand the percentage of deformation until 5% before significantly change until rupture point 

[11]. Even though 759 tex give the optimum value, it must combine with the Plain 1/1 to achieve 

the value. The suitable value of meshing for yarn is observed according to N1 is 4 and N2 is 1 [15]. 

The significant effect of force 1 kN to the woven kenaf composite clearly observed. Satin 5/2 give 

the highest value of stress and displacement in woven followed by Twill ½ and Plain 1/1, as shown 

in Figure 2. 

 

 

 
Figure 2: The stress versus displacement for woven kenaf composite 

 

Conclusions 

    The yarn size and weave pattern of the woven kenaf composite influent the porosity, unit cell, 

weft crimp and warp crimp. The yarn size 759 tex give the optimum value of force occur and the 

toughness to stand the deformation until 5% before significantly change until rupture point in the 

woven fabric. The mechanical properties of woven kenaf composite depend on the crimp and 

porosity.  

Recommended for future work 

    The prediction model shows significant effects on mechanical properties at different woven 

design parameters. Validation results of this analysis will be available on next coming publication. 
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